
PAX wardrobes and 
KOMPLEMENT interior fittings have 

a free 10-year guarantee. 
Find out more on page 34

Wardrobes
PAX customised wardrobe system

Tempered glass with tree branch pattern 
and aluminium. Designer: Mia Gammelgaard. 
200×66, H236cm. White. 598.760.27
Interior fittings are sold separately

PAX TONNES wardrobe 
with sliding doors

£595

ALL BROCHURE PRICES ARE MAXIMUM PRICES VALID UNTIL 24 JULY 2011

(PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO ANY ALTERATION IN VAT)



PAX BERGSBO wardrobe  

with 4 doors

£300

new PAX BERGSBO wardrobe with 

4 doors £300 Foil finish and tempered 

glass. Designers: K. Hagberg/M. Hagberg. 

200×60, H236cm. White. 798.887.60  

Interior fittings are sold separately

3

With our PAX system, you choose the frames 

and doors for the outside, plus the fittings and 

organisers that go inside. This way, you create 

a wardrobe that suits your style and your own 

home, perfectly organised so your clothes are 

easy to see and to access. This brochure will give 

you lots of ideas and inspiration to help you have 

the wardrobe that’s ideal for you.  

PAX wardrobes with sliding doors 6-15

PAX wardrobes with hinged doors        16-25

Contents:

KOMPLEMENT interior organisers         26-33

Services and guarantee          34
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Create your wardrobe on the computer first 

You can plan your wardrobe on your home 

computer, or on one at the store. You can try out 

different ideas while the planner keeps track of 

how much they cost. And you get a list of what 

you need to buy. IKEA.co.uk/paxplanner

How would you like 
your PAX wardrobe?

Select your style 

What colour or finish do you want 

your wardrobe to be? Do you 

prefer sliding or hinged doors?

Choose frames

How much do you need to store? 

How much space do you have? 

Choose between frames in 

different heights and widths. 

Choose interiors 

What do you want to keep in your 

wardrobe? Choose the combination 

of shelves, clothes rails, drawers, 

lighting, and more, that best suits 

your belongings.
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pax LyNGDaL wardrobe with sliding doors £245  

Sliding doors need no space in which to open. 

Min. ceiling height required: 205cm. Tempered glass 

and aluminium. 150×66, H201cm. Birch effect. 

298.647.66 Interior fittings are sold separately.

pax shelves £10/2pk   

Foil finish. 75×58cm. Birch effect. 101.569.15   

KOMpLEMENT clothes rail £3    

Powder-coated steel. Designer: Magnus Elebäck.  

W75cm. Beige. 101.411.65   

KOMpLEMENT drawers £19/ea    

Solid birch. 75×58, H16cm. 301.216.56   

quality that’s tested 
and guaranteed to last
When you buy PAX wardrobes and KOMPLEMENT interior fittings, 

you’re buying quality that’s been thoroughly tested. For example, 

we test our sliding doors by opening and closing them 20,000 times. 

Similarly, we test our door hinges and drawer gliders 30,000 times. 

That's why we can confidently give PAX/KOMPLEMENT a free 

10-year everyday quality guarantee. So however many fashions 

come and go, your wardrobe will be there for them.

PAX wardrobes and  

KOMPLEMENT interior fittings 

have a free 10-year guarantee. 

Find out more on page 34

pax LyNGDaL wardrobe 

with sliding doors

£245
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PAX ÅNSTAD wardrobe with
sliding doors

£735
Interior fittings are sold separately

SKUBB shoe boxes

£7.99
/4pk

Enjoy the great
wide open  
Easy access, and easy on the eye, 

sliding doors save space and add a 

streamlined elegance to your bedroom. 

All that remains is for you to calmly 

peruse your wardrobe, and find the 

perfect outfit to start or end each day.

new PAX ÅNSTAD wardrobe 
with sliding doors £735 

Min. ceiling height required: 244cm. High-gloss 

foil finish. 300×66, H236cm. White. 198.737.28

Interior fittings are sold separately

KOMPLEMENT shoe organiser £30 
Holds up to 16 pairs of shoes. Powder-coated 

steel. 100×58cm. Beige. 201.079.72  

new SKUBB shoe boxes £7.99/4pk 
Transparent mesh window lets you see which 

shoes are inside each box. 100% polyester and 

polypropylene plastic. 22×34, H16cm. 

White. 901.863.91  

IKEA PS MASKROS pendant lamp £89 
Makes decorative patterns on the ceiling and 

walls. Paper and stainless steel. Designer: 

Marcus Arvonen. Ø80cm. 801.462.49   

MALM 3-drawer chest £45 
Spacious drawers, for maximum 

storage. Painted finish. 80×48, H78cm. 

White. 900.539.23

  

100 100 5050

236

Measurements are in cm.

Share your love, not your 
wardrobe space! His and hers 
areas with a door that opens 
wide will give you both room, 
and ensure domestic harmony

new
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PAX MALM wardrobe 
with sliding doors

£535
Interior fittings are sold separately

Welcome 
to the fold 
With PAX shelves and KOMPLEMENT 

drawers and wire baskets, you have the 

perfect place to fold and store.

Jumpers or shirts, socks or scarves, 

everything goes in neatly, and is easy 

to retrieve in a flash.  And all the 

drawers and shelves come in colours 

and finishes to coordinate completely 

with your frames and doors. 

THIS PAGE:

new PAX shelves £8/2pk 
Foil finish. 50×58cm. 

White stained oak. 101.839.85  
KOMPLEMENT range 50×58cm.

Storage with compartments £16/ea 
Acrylic plastic. Transparent/grey. 001.473.99  

new Drawers £17/ea 
Foil finish. White stained oak. 901.839.72  

Wire baskets £4/ea 
Powder-coated steel. Beige. 901.067.90  

RIGHT PAGE:

new PAX MALM wardrobe with sliding 
doors £535 Min. ceiling height required: 

244cm. Stained, oak veneer. 200×66, H236cm. 

White stained oak. 498.887.66  
Interior fittings are sold separately

FORMAT cabinet lighting £19.99/ea 
To be used with ANSLUTA cord system, sold 

separately. Can be connected together into 

a system of up to 10 units. Steel. 401.495.51  
BÖJA pendant lamp £49.99 
Hand made, each shade is unique. Bamboo 

and nickel-plated steel. Designer: Maria Vinka. 

Ø42cm. Natural. 401.522.80

100 5050

236

Measurements are in cm.

PAX SLIDING DOORS  CREATE yOUR PERFECT WARDROBE AT IKEA.CO.UK/PAXPLANNER

This pull-out storage has 12 
compartments. Perfect for his 
ties and belts, plus her scarves 
and tights. Everybody's happy!

KOMPLEMENT drawers

£17/ea

new
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Sliding doors leave space for you. And your rug
PAX uggdAl wardrobe with sliding doors £345 Tempered glass and aluminium. 200×66, H201cm. 

White/grey. 298.850.52  Interior fittings are sold separately   

ANNO SANElA panel curtains £12/ea  Easy to shorten to the desired length by simply cutting. 

Use with KVARTAL curtain hanging system. 90% paper, 10% polyester. 60×300cm. Grey. 200.781.11   

gIldA BlOM rug £79 High pile. Its high pile creates a soft surface for your feet and also dampens sound. 

The rug is machine woven. Pile: 100% polypropylene. Designer: Jon Eliason. 133×195cm. Blue. 201.637.98 

The perfect companions for small space living
PAX MAlM wardrobe with sliding doors £345 Stained, ash veneer and mirror glass.   

150×66, H201cm. Black-brown. 098.754.50  Interior fittings are sold separately   

BÖJA table lamp £24.99 Hand made shade, each shade is unique. Bamboo and nickel-plated steel. 

Designer: Maria Vinka. Ø20, H40cm. Natural. 101.550.39  

PAX MAlM wardrobe 
with sliding doors

£345

PAX uggdAl wardrobe 
with sliding doors

£345

100100

201

Measurements are in cm.

7575

201

Measurements are in cm.

Open or closed, sliding 
doors make complete sense 

where space is llimited

PAX SlIdINg dOOrS  SHOP ONLINE AT IKEA.cO.UK  PAX SlIdINg dOOrS



You could go  
for the latest style. 

Or your own.

12 13need a hand? we can assemble your wardrobe for you. see page 34  pax sliding doors

pax lYngdal wardrobe  

with sliding doors

£345

KoMplEMEnT 

add-on 

clothes rail

£4

Adding this rail helps you hang 
more clothes up. You can 
extend it from 54cm to 77cm

storage with
the family in mind 
make a wardrobe that caters for all 

of you, without eating up your entire

family budget

lefT page:

pax lYngdal wardrobe 

with sliding doors £345 

min. ceiling height required: 244cm. 

Tempered glass and aluminium. 

200×66, h236cm. white. 198.757.32  

Interior fittings sold separately

grUndTal cabinet lighting £14.99/ea 

To be used with ansluTa cord system, sold 

separately. can be connected together into 

a system of up to 10 units. light source is 

included. steel. designer: mikael warnhammar. 

l35cm. 001.298.71  

FoTo pendant lamp £19.99 

gives directional light. good for lighting dining 

tables or bar tops, for example. 

lacquered aluminium. Ø50cm. 601.258.13  

ThIs page: 

KoMplEMEnT clothes rail £4 

powder-coated steel. designer: 

magnus elebäck. w100cm. beige. 601.411.63  

KoMplEMEnT add-on clothes rail £4 

powder-coated steel. designer: 

magnus elebäck. w54–77cm. beige. 801.411.62  

BUMErang curved clothes 

hangers £3.99/8pk hardwood and steel. 

w43cm. natural. 401.151.22  

100100

236

measurements are in cm.
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Building a wardrobe
with sliding doors

1 Choose your style
Take a look at the doors opposite, and find your favourite style. 

The measurements beside each picture tell you all the sizes in which 

it's available. Sliding doors are sold in pairs.

2 Choose your frames
Frames come in different heights and widths. Think about how big your space 

is, and the amount you need to store, then combine frames to create the 

ideal wardrobe. For a wardrobe with sliding doors, you will always need at 

least two frames, so the doors have somewhere to slide to! The free buying 

guide gives full details about the frames and ideas on how to combine them.

3 Choose your interior organisers
Think about your clothes, shoes, accessories and whatever else you want to 

keep in your wardrobe. Choose organisers to make everything easy to access. 

You can buy shelves and drawers in colours that will match your frames. 

PAX SLIDING DOORS PAX SLIDING DOORS

For more information, pick up the free buying guide 

for PAX wardrobes with sliding doors.

You can start planning at IKEA.co.uk/paxplanner

Frames, shelves and drawers are available in different colours
Please check that your preferred colour is available for the product and size you 

require. Ask at the store, look in the buying guide or see IKEA.co.uk/PAX

5. PAX MALM £495

9. PAX UGGDAL £345*

1. PAX MALM £445

4. PAX MALM £495

8. PAX TONNES £545

12. PAX LYNGDAL £295

3. PAX MALM £4452. PAX MALM £445

6. PAX MALM £495

11. PAX ÅNSTAD £545*

300cm250cm200cm150cm

200cm150cm

300cm250cm200cm150cm

300cm250cm200cm150cm

200cm150cm

300cm250cm200cm150cm

300cm250cm200cm150cm

300cm250cm200cm150cm

200cm150cm

300cm250cm200cm150cm

236cm

236cm

236cm

236cm

236cm

201cm

236cm

201cm

236cm

201cm

236cm

236cm

201cm

236cm

201cm

PAX wardrobes and  

KOMPLEMENT interior fittings 

have a free 10-year guarantee. 

Find out more on page 34

PAX LYNGDAL wardrobe
with sliding doors 

£295

Birch Oak Black- 
brown

White White  
stained oak

1. PAX MALM wardrobe 
with sliding doors £445     
Birch veneer. 150×66, H236cm.  

Birch. 998.868.83 

2. PAX MALM wardrobe 
with sliding doors £445    
Oak veneer. 150×66, H236cm. 

Oak. 398.861.07 

3. PAX MALM wardrobe 
with sliding doors £445    
Stained, oak veneer.   

150×66, H236cm. 498.861.16 

4. PAX MALM wardrobe 
with sliding doors £495    
Birch veneer and glass. 

150×66, H236. 498.868.90 

5. PAX MALM wardrobe 
with sliding doors £495    
Tinted, oak veneer and glass.   

150×66, H236cm. 

Oak/mirror glass. 998.861.09 

6. PAX MALM wardrobe 
with sliding doors £495    
Stained, oak veneer and glass.   

150×66, H236cm. 098.861.18 

7. PAX MALM wardrobe 
with sliding doors £445    
Stained, ash veneer. 

150×66, H236cm. 

Black-brown. 498.860.98 

8. PAX TONNES wardrobe 
with sliding doors £545    
Tempered glass and aluminium.   

150×66, H236cm. 

White. 998.760.25 

9. PAX UGGDAL wardrobe 
with sliding doors £345*    
Tempered glass and aluminium.   

150×66, H236cm. 

Grey. 798.760.31 

10. PAX MALM wardrobe 
with sliding doors £495    
Stained, ash veneer and glass.   

150×66, H236cm. Black-brown/

mirror glass. 698.861.01 

11. PAX ÅNSTAD wardrobe 
with sliding doors £545*    
High-gloss foil finish. 

150×66, H236cm. 

White. 298.736.95 

12. PAX LYNGDAL wardrobe 
with sliding doors £295    
Tempered glass and aluminium.   

150×66, H236cm. 

White. 598.757.30 

*The H201cm wardrobe is available 

in widths of 150cm and 200cm. 

The H236cm is available in all 

widths.

10. PAX MALM £495

7. PAX MALM £445

300cm250cm200cm150cm

200cm150cm

236cm

236cm

201cm

+ + =
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PAX BIRKELAND wardrobe 

combination

£630

Flexible layout
with hinged doors
Hinged doors give you versatility with 

the width of your wardrobe. Each door 

is 50cm wide, so your wardrobe can be 

any width from 50cm up. You can have 

just one in a small space, or install 

a run along a whole wall, or to fit 

around a corner  

    
PAX BIRKELAND wardrobe 

combination £630 Min. ceiling height 
required: 240cm. Painted finish. 
300×60, H236cm. White. 798.888.16 
This combination includes one 2pk 
of shelves. All other interior fittings are 
sold separately.
BYHOLMA baskets £12.99/ea 

Hand woven, each basket is unique. 
Rattan. 45×55, H22cm. Grey. 601.590.11
ALINA 3-piece bedspread and cushion 

cover set £59.99 

Quilted bedspread and cushion cover. Extra 
soft. 100% cotton. Bedspread: 260×280cm. 
Cushion cover: 65×65cm. Dark red. 701.626.35
BIRGIT LINJE cushion £14.99 

Wool/viscose blend, gives the cushion a 
natural sheen. Outer fabric: 60% wool and 
40% viscose/rayon. Designer: Malin Åkerblom. 
45×45cm. Red/multicolour. 501.887.35

236

50 10010050

Measurements are in cm.
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PAX FARDAL VIKEDAL  

corner wardrobe

£585

KOMPLEMENT 

wire baskets

£4/ea

KOMPLEMENT 

clothes rail combination 

for add-on corner unit

£7

1

2

Great for that quick check 
before you leave the house, 
a mirror door also makes a 
hall feel brighter and larger

How to score
with a corner  
With a paX corner unit, unused spaces 

get a new lease of life. and you can 

make the most of the room inside with 

special fittings like corner shelves and 

clothes rails for corners

left page:

new PAX FARDAL VIKEDAL 

corner wardrobe £585 

Min. ceiling height required: 240cm. 

High-gloss foil finish and mirror glass. 

160/210×60, H236cm. White. 798.887.55  

new EGEBY rug £19.99 

flat woven. Sisal, a durable material that 

withstands extra hard wear. the rug is 

machine woven. 100% sisal. 

80×140cm. natural. 801.856.98

tHiS page:

1. PAX corner shelf £25/2pk 

Shelf supports are included. foil finish. 

100×100cm. White. 301.839.51  

KOMPLEMENT clothes rail combination 

for add-on corner unit £7 

powder-coated steel. Beige. 598.705.82  

2. KOMPLEMENT wire baskets £4/ea 

convenient storage for folded clothes. 

available in different widths and depths. 

powder-coated steel. 50×58, H16cm. 

Beige. 901.067.90

1010050

52

50

58

50

Measurements are in cm.

Note the corner unit is not as deep as the 

other sections, so you need to leave a space 

of 10cm in the corner to make the front of 

your wardrobe even
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pax nexUs FeViK 

wardrobe with 2 doors

£140

You can give your wardrobe 
a more individual style by 
using different types of door

Whether you wear 
it once a week, 
or once a year 
As well as what you're wearing this 

season, your wardrobe needs to store 

what you might be wearing later in the 

year.  Put that in neat boxes on high 

shelves, so you can keep what you 

need for now lower down, where it’s 

easy to get at  

pax nexUs FeViK wardrobe 

with 3 doors £240 

Choice of flush door or door trimmed 

with the strips enclosed. Stained, ash veneer, 

tempered glass and foil finish. 

150×60, H236cm. Black-brown. 498.651.71  

pax nexUs wardrobe with 2 doors £140 

Min. ceiling height required: 240cm. 

Stained, ash veneer. 100×60, H236cm. 

Black-brown. 298.626.92    

new KariT 2-piece bedspread and 

cushion cover set £24.99 

Reversible bedspread. Light on one side, 

dark on the other, for variation. 

100% polyester. Bedspread 180×280cm. 

Cushion cover 40×60cm. Lilac. 501.939.49

236

100100 50

Measurements are in cm.
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PAX HEMNES AURLAND 

wardrobe with 4 doors

£415
Interior fittings are sold separately

A wardrobe that's 
quite at home 
in any room  
When you think wardrobes, don't just 

think bedroom. A stylish PAX wardrobe 

can turn an unused area elsewhere into 

excellent extra storage for clothes. 

It could also mean a more spacious 

bedroom. And at the end of the day, 

that's rather nice to come home to. 

PAX HEMNES AURLAND wardrobe with 

4 doors £415  Min. ceiling height required: 

240cm. Stained, solid pine and glass. 

Designer: K Hagberg/M Hagberg. 

200×60, H236cm. Black-brown. 898.888.68

HEMNES glass-door cabinet £269 

4 adjustable shelves. Adjust spacing to suit. 

1 fixed shelf and 4 adjustable shelves included. 

Stained, solid pine and tempered glass. 

Designer: Carina Bengs. 90×37, H197cm. 

Black-brown. 401.763.42

ALVINE RAND rug £129 

Flat woven. The rug is hand woven by skilled 

craftsmen, and therefore unique. Upper 

surface: 100% pure new wool. 170×240cm. 

Grey/white/black. 101.682.87

50 50

236

100

Measurements are in cm.
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1. PAX bAllStAD wardrobe 

with 3 doors £170    

Foil finish. 150×60, H236cm. 

White. 098.764.16   

2. PAX NEXuS wardrobe 

with 3 doors £230   

Stained, ash veneer. 

150×60, H236cm. 

Black-brown. 598.627.37   

3. PAX NEXuS wardrobe 

with 3 doors £230    

Oak veneer. 150×60, H236cm. 

Oak. 798.427.10   

4. PAX fARDAl wardrobe 

with 3 doors £305    

High-gloss foil finish. 150×60, 

H236cm. White. 598.765.55   

5. PAX vIkEDAl wardrobe 

with 3 doors £290 

Glass. 150×60, H236cm. 

Mirror glass. 698.768.71   

6. PAX AuRlAND wardrobe 

with 3 doors £290    

Glass. Designers: K. Hagberg/

M. Hagberg. 150×60, H236cm. 

Mirror glass. 598.886.38   

7. PAX DRAmmEN wardrobe 

with 3 doors £290 

Tempered glass and aluminium. 

150×60, H236cm. 

Glass. 698.765.31  

8. PAX fEvIk wardrobe 

with 3 doors £260  

Choice of flush door or door 

trimmed with the strips enclosed.  

Tempered glass. 150×60, H236cm. 

Black-brown. 598.514.37      

9. PAX bIRkElAND wardrobe 

with 3 doors £290    

Stained, solid pine. 

150×60, H236cm. 

Grey. 098.628.05   

10. PAX bIRkElAND wardrobe 

with 3 doors £290 

Painted finish. 150×60, H236cm. 

White. 798.890.76

11. PAX bIRkElAND wardrobe 

combination £380    

Painted finish. 150×60, H236cm. 

White. 998.886.41 

This combination includes 

one 2pk of shelves.   

12. PAX bIRkElAND wardrobe 

with 3 doors £305    

Painted finish and tempered glass.   

150×60, H236cm. 

White. 398.765.04   

13. PAX bERGSbO wardrobe 

with 3 doors £200    

Foil finish. Designers: 

K. Hagberg/M. Hagberg.  

150×60, H236cm. 

White. 598.764.85   

14. PAX bERGSbO wardrobe 

with 3 doors £230    

Foil finish and tempered glass. 

Designers: K. Hagberg/

M. Hagberg. 150×60, H236cm. 

White. 198.765.19   

15. PAX HEmNES wardrobe 

with 3 doors £305    

Particle board, foil finish. 

Designers: K. Hagberg/

M. Hagberg. 150×60, H236cm. 

Black-brown. 498.417.12 

Oak Black- 

brown

White

1. PAX bAllStAD £170

100cm50cm

2. PAX NEXuS £230

100cm50cm

3. PAX NEXuS £230

100cm50cm

236cm

201cm

236cm

201cm

236cm

201cm

7. PAX DRAmmEN £290

100cm50cm

236cm

201cm

8. PAX fEvIk £260

100cm50cm

236cm

5. PAX vIkEDAl £290

100cm50cm

6. PAX AuRlAND £290

100cm50cm

236cm

201cm

236cm

4. PAX fARDAl £305

100cm50cm

236cm

201cm

PAX wardrobes and  

KOMPLEMENT interior fittings 

have a free 10-year guarantee. 

Find out more on page 34

13. PAX bERGSbO £200

100cm50cm

236cm

9. PAX bIRkElAND £290

100cm50cm

236cm

15. PAX HEmNES £305

100cm50cm

236cm

201cm

14. PAX bERGSbO £230

100cm50cm

236cm

10. PAX bIRkElAND £290

100cm50cm

236cm

201cm

12. PAX bIRkElAND £305

100cm50cm

236cm

201cm

11. PAX bIRkElAND £380

100cm50cm

236cm

build a wardrobe
with hinged doors

For more information, pick up the free buying guide 

for PAX wardrobes with hinged doors

Start planning at IkEA.co.uk/PAXplanner

frames, shelves and drawers are available in different colours

Please check that your preferred colour is available for the product and size you require. 

Ask at the store, look in the buying guide or see IkEA.co.uk/PAX

1 Select your style

Look at the doors opposite and choose the ones you like best. The measurements 

beside the pictures tell you all the sizes you can get. There’s also a big choice of 

knobs and handles.

2 Choose frames

Think about how big your space is and how much you need to store, then combine 

frames to get the wardrobe you want. Frames come in different heights and widths. 

We even have corner units to help you make the most of your space. Look in the 

buying guide (see below) for more details about all the frames.

3 Choose interior organisers

Think about your clothes, shoes, accessories and whatever else you want to fit into 

your wardrobe. Then choose organisers to make everything easy to access. 

You can get shelves and drawers in colours that match the frames.

Grey White  

stained oak

+ + =
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Lamps that shine into your 
wardrobe help you find your 

things more easily.

This pull-out KOMPLEMENT 
storage has 18 felt 

compartments to store 
things like jewellery

A pull-out KOMPLEMENT 
shoe organiser keeps 16 
pairs in shape. It adjusts 
to fit different shoe sizes.

KOMPLEMENT 
interior organisers 
No matter what size your wardrobe, 

it’s how you organise it that makes life 

run more smoothly. So customise your 

wardrobe with KOMPLEMENT interior 

organisers that are tailor-made for you 

and all your clothes. 

1. GRUNDTAL cabinet lighting £14.99/ea  

To be used with ANSLUTA cord system, sold 

separately. Can be connected together into a 

system of up to 10 units. Light source included. 

Steel. Designer: Mikael Warnhammar.  

L35cm. 001.298.71   

2. KOMPLEMENT storage 

with compartments £27/ea  

The compartments can be removed to make 

room for large items. Acrylic plastic.  

100×58, H8.7cm. Transparent/grey. 401.473.97   

3. KOMPLEMENT trouser hanger £16  

Pulls out for easy overview and access. 

Holds min. 13 pairs of trousers. Powder-coated 

steel. 100×58cm. Beige. 901.067.85   

4. KOMPLEMENT shelves £9/ea    

Tempered glass. 50×58cm. Grey. 801.466.64   

5. KOMPLEMENT drawers £17/ea    

Foil finish. Designer: Mikael Warnhammar.  

50×58, H16cm. White stained oak. 901.839.72   

6. PAX shelves £12/2pk Available in different 

widths and depths. Foil finish. 100×58cm. 

White stained oak. 801.839.82   

7. KOMPLEMENT storage with 

18 compartments £25/ea    

Polyester, ABS plastic and aluminium. 

Designer: Magnus Elebäck. 100×58cm. 

Beige. 901.465.26   

8. new SKUBB storage cases £8.99/ea  

Protect your clothes from dust.  

100% polyester and polypropylene plastic.   

93×55, H19cm. White. 601.794.67   

9. KOMPLEMENT clothes rails £4/ea   

Available in several widths. Powder-coated steel. 

Designer: Magnus Elebäck. W100cm. 

Beige. 601.411.63   

10. KOMPLEMENT add-on clothes rail £4    

Powder-coated steel. Designer: Magnus Elebäck.  

W54–77cm. Beige. 801.411.62   

11. KOMPLEMENT shoe organiser £30  

Shoe trees are adjustable sideways and keep 

your shoes in shape. Powder-coated steel.   

100×58cm. Beige. 201.079.72   

KOMPLEMENT interior organisers are available 

in other sizes, too. For details, ask at the store, 

see the buying guide or go to IKEA.co.uk/pax

Her husband’s wardrobe 
is pretty good, too... 
See it on page 29
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She planned her wardrobe for...
... everything she feels fabulous in! √ 16 pairs of killer heels √ Gorgeous make-up 

√ Glamorous frocks √ Stylish accessories √ Chic little blouses

1. PAX shelves £12/2pk foil finish. 100×58cm. black-brown. 001.216.34   

2 - 9. KOMPLEMENT range  

2. Clothes rail £4 powder-coated steel. Max. load 38kg. w100cm. 

beige. 601.411.63  3. Shelves £12/ea tempered glass. 100×58cm. 

Grey. 101.466.53  4. Storage with compartments £27 Helps you organise 

jewellery, ties, underwear, etc. acrylic plastic. 100×58, H8.7cm. transparent/

grey. 401.473.97  5. Drawers £21/ea Slide smoothly in and out. provided 

with drawer stop. foil finish. 100×58, H16cm. black-brown. 901.216.77  

6. Pull-out rack with 16 hooks £4.99 Helps you organise everything from 

jewellery to handbags. acrylic plastic. 56×7.5cm. Grey. 601.498.47   

7. Baskets £25.99/3pk Hand woven, each basket is unique.  

100% polypropylene. designer: Carina bengs. 30×34, H32cm. 

white. 501.079.75   8. Add-on clothes rail £4 powder-coated steel. 

designer: Magnus elebäck. w54–77cm. beige. 801.411.62   

9. KOMPLEMENT shoe organiser £30 Holds up to 16 pairs of shoes.  

powder-coated steel. 100×58cm. beige. 201.079.72 

He planned his wardrobe for...
... everything he really loves wearing! √ Chunky sweaters √ Smart shoes √ Casual shirts 

√ brilliant ties √ Summer t-shirts and shorts (in the boxes, top left)

10. SKUBB boxes £9.99/3pk folding design. Save space when not in use.  

100% polyester and polypropylene plastic. 31×34, H33cm. white. 001.863.95   

11 - 13. KOMPLEMENT range 

11. Storage with 18 compartments £25 Helps you organise jewellery, 

ties, underwear, etc. polyester, abS plastic and aluminium. 100×58cm. 

beige. 901.465.26  12. Trouser hanger with 5 compartments £30 

pulls out for easy overview and access. Holds min. 14 pairs of trousers. 

powder-coated steel. 100×58, H3cm. beige. 401.411.40  13. Shoe rack £6  

Can be fitted slanting for storage of shoes, or level for clothing. Holds min. 

4 pairs of shoes. powder-coated steel. 100×35cm. beige. 801.411.57   

14. PAX shelves £8/2pk foil finish. 50×58cm. black-brown. 701.216.35   

15 -17. KOMPLEMENT range  15.Drawers £17/ea Slide smoothly in 

and out. provided with drawer stop. foil finish. 50×58, H16cm. black-brown. 

101.216.76  16. Wire baskets £4/ea Guide rails and screws are included. 

powder-coated steel. 50×58, H16cm. beige. 901.067.90  17. KOMPLEMENT 

shoe racks £4/ea easy to remove for cleaning. Hold min. 2 pairs of shoes. 

powder-coated steel. designer: Magnus elebäck. 50×35cm. beige. 001.411.61 

KOMPLEMENT ORGANISERS
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1. KOMPLEMENT boxes £4/ea Plastic. Designer: Ehlén Johansson.  

50×58, H18cm. White. 700.194.21   

2. KOMPLEMENT clothes rails £2/ea Powder-coated steel. 

Designer: Magnus Elebäck. W50cm. Beige. 401.411.64   

3. KOMPLEMENT wire baskets £4/ea Pull out for easy overview and 

access to contents. Powder-coated steel. 50×58, H16cm. Beige. 901.067.90   

4. KOMPLEMENT drawers £17/ea Slide smoothly in and out. 

Provided with drawer stop. Designer: Mikael Warnhammar. 50×58, H16cm. 

Oak veneer. 101.214.45   

5. PAX shelves £8/2pk Foil finish. 50×58cm. Oak effect. 501.215.37   

6. KUSINER boxes £4.99/ea Folding. Space saving when not in use.  

100% polyester and polypropylene plastic. 26×36, H26cm. 

Green/turquoise. 801.728.27   

7. KOMPLEMENT shoe racks £4/ea Can be fitted slanting for storage of 

shoes, or level for clothing. Hold min. 2 pairs of shoes. Powder-coated steel. 

Designer: Magnus Elebäck. 50×35cm. Beige. 001.411.61

8. KOMPLEMENT boxes £8/ea  Plastic. Designer: Ehlén Johansson.  

100×58, H18cm. White. 500.194.22   

9. KOMPLEMENT storage with compartments £12  

Hand-woven compartments for underwear, socks, etc. 100% polypropylene. 

Designer: Carina Bengs. 50×58, H12cm. White. 801.079.74   

10. KOMPLEMENT drawers £21/ea  Painted finish. 

Designer: Mikael Warnhammar. 100×58, H16cm. White. 001.214.60   

11. KOMPLEMENT drawers £17/ea  Painted finish. 

Designer: Mikael Warnhammar. 50×58, H16cm. White. 001.214.55   

12. SKUBB 3-piece clothes cover set £8.99 Protect your clothes from dust. 

Sizes: 2 covers 60x105cm and 1 cover 60x135cm. 100% polyester. 

Designer: Sarah Fager. White. 501.794.63 

They planned their wardrobe for...
... the things they each wanted to keep in the hall! √ Dad’s squash equipment √ Mum’s picnic rug 

and beach hat √ Lucy’s swimming things √ Max’s sports stuff √ Everyone’s coats and shoes

She planned her wardrobe for...
... all those things she couldn‘t find a place for before! √ Her sewing machine and fabrics 

√ An outfit she’s making herself √ Warm throws for winter √ Extra bedding for guests

PICK UP A FrEE BUyInG GUIDE, tOO, FOr PArtS AnD PrICES  KOMPLEMENT ORGANISERSKOMPLEMENT ORGANISERS
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7. KOMPLEMENT pull-out rack with 

16 hooks £4.99 Acrylic plastic. 

Designer: Magnus Elebäck.  

56×H7.5cm. Grey. 601.498.47   

new 8. KOMPLEMENT 

lighting strip £35 

To be used with ANSLUTA cord system, 

sold separately. Can be connected 

together into a system of up to 

10 units. Aluminium. L92cm. 

Beige. 001.512.92   

Also available: Lighting strip £25    

L42cm. Beige. 801.512.93   

Lighting strip £30  L67cm. 

Beige. 201.512.91  

1. KOMPLEMENT multi-use hanger £2.99    

100% polypropylene. Designer: Magnus Elebäck.  

43×H85cm. White. 701.089.12 

2. KOMPLEMENT hooks 79p/2pk Inside material 

protects from scratching. Powder-coated steel. 

Designer: Magnus Elebäck. Beige. 301.498.44 

3. KOMPLEMENT storage with 18 

compartments £25  Pulls out for easy overview 

and access to contents.  Polyester, ABS plastic and 

aluminium. Designer: Magnus Elebäck.  

100×58, H3cm. Beige. 901.465.26   

Also available: Storage with 9 compartments £15   

50×58, H3cm. Beige. 901.393.33  

Storage with 12 compartments £19  

75×58, H3cm. 75×58cm. Beige. 501.465.28 

4. KOMPLEMENT trouser hanger 

with 5 compartments £30  

Pulls out for easy overview and access. 

Holds min. 14 pairs of trousers. 

Powder-coated steel. 100×58, H3cm. 

Beige. 401.411.40 
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KOMPLEMENT

shoe organiser 100×58cm

£30

new
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5. KOMPLEMENT shoe organiser £30    

Powder-coated steel. 100×58cm. 

Beige. 201.079.72  Also available: 

Shoe organiser £28 

75×58cm. Beige. 601.209.24 

6. KOMPLEMENT shelf £12 

Shelf supports are included. Tempered glass. 

100×58cm. Grey. 101.466.53  

Also available: Shelf £9 50×58cm. 

Grey. 801.466.64   

Shelf £10 Max. load 20kg. 75×58cm. 

Grey. 001.466.63   

KOMPLEMENT storage with compartments £27  

Helps you organise jewellery, ties, underwear, etc.  

Acrylic plastic. Designer: Jon Karlsson.  

100×58cm. Transparent/grey. 401.473.97   

Also available: Storage with compartments £16 

50×58cm. Max. load 5kg. 

Transparent/grey. 001.473.99   

Storage with compartments £21 75×58cm.  

Max. load 5kg. Transparent/grey. 401.474.01 



 AND SERVICES

This guarantee covers defects in materials and 

workmanship in the following components of 

the PAX/KOMPLEMENT wardrobes and interior 

fittings described, from the date of purchase 

from IKEA •Frames •Doors •Hinges •Sliding 

door mechanism •Drawer gliders •Shelves and 

clothes rails. The original purchase receipt is required as proof 

of purchase. This guarantee applies to domestic use only. 

What products are not covered under this guarantee?

KOMPLEMENT wire basket, KOMPLEMENT box in plastic and textile, 

KOMPLEMENT pull-out shelf in transparent plastic, KOMPLEMENT 

trouser hanger and KOMPLEMENT shoe organiser.

What is the duration of the guarantee?

This guarantee is valid for 10 years from the date of purchase for 

PAX/KOMPLEMENT wardrobes and interior fittings by the original 

purchaser. See also “Conditions for the guarantees” below.

What will be done to correct the problem?

IKEA will examine the product and decide, at its sole discretion, if it 

is covered under this guarantee. If considered covered, IKEA through 

its own service operations, will then, at its sole discretion, either 

repair the defective product or replace it with the same or a 

comparable product. If it is covered by this guarantee, IKEA will pay 

the costs of repairs, spare parts, labour and travel for repair staff, 

that IKEA incur, provided that the product is accessible for repair 

without special expenditure. This does not apply to any repair work 

not authorised by IKEA. Replaced parts become the property of IKEA. 

If the item is no longer sold by IKEA, IKEA will provide an appropriate 

replacement. It is IKEA that determines, at its sole discretion, what 

constitutes an appropriate replacement. 

Conditions for the guarantee 

The guarantee is valid from the original date of purchase of the 

product. In order to rely on this guarantee, proof of purchase is 

required. The guarantee does not apply to products that have been 

stored or assembled incorrectly, used inappropriately, abused, 

misused, altered, or cleaned with wrong cleaning methods or wrong 

cleaning products. It is IKEA that determines, at its sole discretion, 

what constitute appropriate cleaning methods or products. 

The guarantee does not cover normal wear and tear, cuts or 

scratches, or damage caused by impacts or accidents. The guarantee 

does not apply if products have been placed outdoors or in a humid 

environment or if the products have been used for non-domestic 

purposes (unless otherwise stated). This guarantee is to the benefit 

of the original purchaser of the product. It is not transferable.

Care instructions

Assemble according to the assembly instructions and secure 

the wardrobe frames by fixing them to a wall. Bear in mind that 

different wall materials require different types of wall fittings. If you 

are uncertain, contact your local hardware specialist. Follow the 

recommended weight load, with a maximum 20kg on our 58cm deep 

shelves, if not otherwise stated. Wipe clean with a cloth dampened in 

mild cleaner. Then wipe over with a dry cloth.

General legal rights:

This guarantee gives you specific legal rights, and is in addition to 

your statutory legal rights.

How to reach us if you need service

Contact your local IKEA store. You will find the address and phone 

number in the IKEA catalogue or at IKEA.co.uk. Save your sales 

receipt as proof of purchase. Proof of purchase is required for the 

guarantees to be valid.

For more information

For more information about PAX services, call or visit the store 

or IKEA.co.uk

Like some extra help?
At IKEA, you help keep the prices low by doing some of the work 

yourself. But if you'd like some extra help, you can get it from us 

at a reasonable cost. Here’s a selection of our services.

Guarantee

34

Transport

Most of our products are designed and packaged 

in such a way that you can easily get them home 

in your own car. But for those things that aren’t, 

you can arrange home delivery with us, for a 

reasonable charge. Just ask in store for details. 

Assembly

All of our PAX wardrobes are designed to be easily 

put together. That way, you get the very best 

value. However, if you would prefer, you can leave 

all the assembly to our independent assembly 

service providers offering home assembly services 

in your area, for a competitive price. The service 

includes 1 year workmanship guarantee and  

disposal of packaging in an environmentally 

friendly way. See in store for details. 

Create the wardrobe system that really suits you, on your home computer or in store. 

You can start from scratch, or customise one of our suggested combinations. While you 

try out different ideas, the online planner guides you with a running total. Then you can 

print out your final design and a list of parts to help you get everything at the store. 

Perfectly designed for you... by you! 
IKEA.co.uk/paxplanner



Looking for something simple? 
ELGÅ is a sliding door wardobe system with a choice of two finishes. 
You can buy ELGÅ shelves and wire baskets separately   

ALL BROCHURE PRICES ARE MAXIMUM PRICES VALID UNTIL 24 JULY 2011
(PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO ANY ALTERATION IN VAT)
For directions and opening times of your local IKEA store, visit our web site at IKEA.co.uk

ELgå ANEBODA wardrobe 
with 2 sliding doors 

£160

ELgå ANEBODA wardrobe with 2 sliding doors £160 2 clothes rails included. Foil finish and plastic. 145×58, H203cm. White. 098.614.10  
Interior fittings are sold separately 
ELgå ENgAN fENSTAD wardrobe with 3 sliding doors £265 3 clothes rails included. Foil finish and glass. 217×58, H203cm. Walnut effect. 598.614.36
Interior fittings are sold separately   

ELgå ENgAN fENSTAD wardrobe 
with 3 sliding doors

£265
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